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If it’s on the SAT Physics Subject Test, it’s in this book. Cracking the SAT Physics Subject Test,
2011-2012 Edition brings you:-Practical information on the what, when, where, and how of the
SAT Physics Subject Test-Tons of sample problems and drills-Thorough review of work, energy
and power, linear momentum, rotational motion, electric potential and capacitance,
electromagnetic induction, and much more-Planning and organization tips to get you all the way
to test day! Cracking the SAT Physics Subject Test, 2011-2012 Edition also includes 2 full-length
practice tests with detailed explanations.

From the Back CoverDon’t let poor math skills drag your COMPASS score down! Use BOB
MILLER’S MATH FOR THE COMPASS EXAM to help place you in the math classes where you
belong! Bob Miller’s Math for the COMPASS – All the Math You Need for a Higher Score! The
Most Complete COMPASS Math ReviewEverything you need to know for the math portion of
the COMPASS exam. Our easy-to-understand review chapters cover arithmetic, algebra,
equations, and more. Step-by-step examples and topic-level quizzes reinforce knowledge as
you study for the COMPASS. The Best COMPASS Practice Exams AvailableIncludes 2 full-
length practice tests based on actual COMPASS exam questions to help you pinpoint your math
strengths and weaknesses. Each practice exam includes every topic you can expect to see on
the math portion of the COMPASS.Total Explanations of Questions and AnswersEach
COMPASS practice test comes with detailed feedback on every question. We don't just say
which answers are right, but explain why the others answer choices are wrong - so you'll be
prepared on test day. Master COMPASS Math with Bob Miller's MethodBob Miller has been
teaching math for 30 years. His no-stress, no-nonsense style explains COMPASS math
concepts in a step-by-step format that makes math easier. Bob takes the confusion out of math
and teaches it from the ground up so anyone can learn COMPASS math quickly and painlessly.
Studying COMPASS math from this book is like having your own personal tutor. About the
AuthorAuthor, teacher, and renowned mathematician Bob Miller has taught at virtually every
educational level. Bob says: "In this book, I break down COMPASS math and put it back together
in step-by-step fashion. I teach COMPASS math from the inside out so it sticks to your ribs.
Welcome to my world of math. If you need help with math, I’ve got your number."About the
AuthorFor more than three decades, Bob Miller has brought his unique brand of teaching math
to Rutgers, NYU Polytechnic, City University of New York, and Westfield State College. He is the
author of the widely acclaimed “Clueless” series and has developed several math test preps for
REA. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.To The Student: A Must
ReadCongratulations!!!! You are about to begin college, a new and exciting time in yourlife. You
are preparing to take the COMPASS®, an untimed test that is designed toproperly place you in



college. In math you will be asked questions in five areas:numerical skills and pre-algebra,
college algebra (pre-calculus), geometry, andtrigonometry.The COMPASS® has seven
suggestions on its website. Here is my own list.1. Relax! It is important to come to the exam well-
rested. I suggest you do notstudy the day before the test. Last-minute cramming rarely helps and
usually hurts.2. Get a good night’s sleep before the test. Eat a good breakfast. Get to the
testearly so you are in a good frame of mind. If you are a slow starter, practice a feweasy math
problems before the test—any problems. Dress comfortably. Makesure you bring everything you
need including an acceptable fully-chargedcalculator. Bring a light snack to keep up your
energy.3. Be sure you understand the directions. Ask if you do not.4. Since this test is untimed,
read a question over until you understand it.5. You should answer every item since you are not
penalized for wrong guessing.Since the test is computer adaptive, you must answer every
question.6. Don’t be afraid to change an answer. However, I believe you should change
ananswer only if you are 100% (not 99%) sure the new answer is correct. I will useme as an
example. The last math test I ever took I changed two answers. The firstone I must have misread.
I was 100% sure the new answer was correct and itwas. The other I wasn’t sure, and changed a
correct answer to a wrong one!!!!7. If you have a problem or question during the test, ask the
administrator orproctor to help, remembering they cannot answer the question for you.All of the
questions on the test are multiple-choice. In the book some of thequestions are not. Why?
Sometimes you can figure out an answer from the choices.You want to practice so that you really
know the material.You may find this book is more than a test prep. This book actually reviews
most ofthe topics needed for pre-calculus and calculus. If you have any weaknesses, thisbook
will really help to correct them. You may find some topics written in ways toclear up problems you
had or didn’t know you had in high school math.Good luck in college and in your future!Bob
MillerRead more
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Feras, “Good book. I find this book useful, but I think it has some mistakes in it.It helped me to
remind my self with the physics I already know.I know someone who knows very little about
physics the he spenta lot of his time studying it and he got an awesome score.So if you buy it to
get a good score, it will help. But if youbuy it and you think it is going to help you know more
aboutphysics, then I think it has some mistakes and it is not the rightbook for you.”

Liping, “Not a bad resource. Used this book to prepare for the June 2014 physics SAT.
Explanation of some concepts were unclear and practice problem explanations were often
confusing too. Practice tests were harder and more specific than the actual exam but I found
this to be a good thing (better to over-prepare than under-prepare). Decent resource overall; I
also used Sparknotes to help me study. I wouldn't use this as my only study guide--maybe use it
in conjunction with Barron's or Sparknotes.”

A Reader, “Excellent book that will help. The book was delivered promptly and the content was
good. However, some of the content and practice questions were copied from other college
preparatory books on physics written by Princeton review. I suggest that instead of buying this
book, you buy AP Physics B and C. However, this book does include 2 entire 75 questions tests,
which the other two do not have.”

George-Indiana, “SAT prep book. My son used this book to improve on his SAT scores. They did
go up a lot but I do not know whether it is the book or the fact that he studied more. Any way it
helped him organize his studying and is a lot cheaper than the SAT prep courses offered in my
neighborhood.”

momOfTeens, “excellent study of material. Thsi book really prepped my kid for the test. It has all
the necessary material and good review questions. She had to go to her physics teacher for
more expalnations on some of the questions though. However it only has 2 practice tests. Get
barron's for more practice tests.”

Robert Y. Lamaute, “Useful for Physics Course Study as well. This book is not only useful for the
corresponding SAT subject test but it is also very useful for my daughter's AP Physics course.
She uses it as a study guide for her regular class tests in addition to her SAT subject test
preparation.”

Nakyyp, “Best Book. Best book for preparing to SAT subject test. I am waiting for results. Very
useful. I am already ordered Cracking the SAT, and now preparing for it. Nov 3 is my daughters
test day”



A Melbournian, “GOOD. Great book for preparation for the SAT pHYSICS subject test. useful tips
and exercise, answers explained in details. Recommended by friends.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 24 people have provided feedback.
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